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ABSTRACT 
Perturbation estimates for the square root R := AlI2 and Pythagorean sum 
P := (1 + A’)‘/’ of complex matices are proved. We present bounds in the spectral 
norm for the cases that R and P are accretive, i.e. have positive definite Hermitian 
parts, with special attention to the case of a large condition of A. The results are 
based on bounds for the solution of the matrix Sylvester equation and for the 
separation of two matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The square root I? := Al/’ of a complex n X n matrix A exists as a 
solution of the equation R2 = A if A possesses no eigenvalues on the 
nonpositive real axis R_ := {t E R: t < 0}, i.e., if a( A) f~ R_ = 0, where u 
denotes the spectrum of the matrix. It is rendered unique by choosing the 
positive branch of the square root through the requirement that all eigenval- 
ues of R have positive real part [6]. The practical computation of the square 
root by use of Schur decompositions was discussed by BjGrck and Hammar- 
ling [21 and Higham [6]. The positive branch can also be computed (with real 
arithmetic for real matrices) with the sign iteration. Its accelerated version is 
probably competitive with the Schur method (cf. [5, 123). 
Unless explicitly stated, the spectral matrix norm 11 AlI := p( A*A)‘12 will 
be used, with p denoting the spectral radius and A* the conjugate transpose 
of A. We discuss perturbation bounds for the positive-square-root function 
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A”” and the Pythagorean sum (I + A I ’ ‘/’ y: I’. The matrix Z’ is well 
defined if o(A) c Cl, Cl:= {z E C : He z # 0 or [Im ~1 < 1). 
Our interest comes from the analysis of an algebraic one-step difference 
method for stiff ordina boundary-value problems [ll]. It uses the algebraic 
7-- functionf(z)=z+ 1 +z’ to approximate the differential equation u’(t) 
= A(t)u(t), u(t) E R", t E (0, l), by the difference scheme 
between grid points tk+ , = t, + h, yj = u<tj>. The function f(z) is an 
algebraic approximation to exp(z>. In stiff boundary-value problems the 
matrix argument of f may be large, h/l A(t)11 P 1, and have eigenvalues with 
absolutely large positive and negative real part. This requires f to be a good 
approximation to exp in large portions of the complex plane, which is hard to 
satisfy with rational functions. A substitution u(t) = T(t)z(t), with a smooth 
and regular matrix T(t), transforms the differential equation into z’(t) = 
A(t)&), A(t):= T-‘AT - T-IT’. However, if the same substitution is 
applied to the discrete variables, yk = T(tk)uk, the term T-IT’ will not 
appear in the transformed discrete scheme, which has the coefficients T * 
f(: (h/B)T-‘AT). Th us, the matrix function f is evaluated with the per- 
turbed matrix argument T-‘AT = A(t) + T-IT’. 
For a stability analysis of the numerical scheme decoupling transforma- 
tions are of special interest, leading to a matrix A(t) in 2 X 2 block diagonal 
form with diagonal blocks A,, A,, where A,(t 1 and - A,(t) satisfy assump- 
tions similar to those of Lemma 3.5 below. This assumption corresponds to a 
splitting of the solution space (dichotomy), which is an important concept in 
stiff boundary-value problems (cf. [I]). 
In the context of stiff boundary-value problems, matrices usually have 
extremely large norms and condition numbers. For this reason we intend to 
discuss perturbation estimates with Lipschitz constants not depending on 
1) All. We are only able to do that by restricting the discussion to the set of 
accretive matrices. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The Hermitian part of an 72 X n matrix A is denoted 
by Re A := (A + A*)/2, ‘t 1 s anti-Hermitian part by Im A := (A - A*)/(2i), 
i2 = -1. 
A matrix is accretive iff its Hermitian part is positive definite. 
It is well known [8, Section V.3.111 that every accretive matrix A has an 
accretive square root A112, and Re A > $1 > 0 * Re(A112) > PI > 0. 
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The assumption Re A > 0 is not necessary; in fact, every (complex) matrix 
with a numerical range I’( A) := (x*Ax : x E C”, II XII = 1) not intersecting 
R_ has an accretive square root: cf. [7, 91. For real matrices, however, this is 
no generalization of Kato’s result [8], since then, I is convex and symmetric 
with respect to the real axis. 
Since the existence of square roots Rj := A;/“, j = 1,2, can be deduced 
directly from the properties of Aj, we need not discuss the solvability of 
perturbed equations. Rather, we will use a formulation of perturbation 
bounds in the form of Lipschitz estimates, which are symmetric with respect 
to A, and A,. If arguments apply equally to both matrices, or functions of 
them, we will simply drop the subscript. 
The difference X := R, - R, of two matrix square roots satisfies the 
Sylvester equation 
XR, +R,X=D, (1.1) 
where D := A, - A,, since A, -A, = (R, + Xj2 - R; = XR, + (R, + 
X)X. Equation (1.1) ( a g eneralization of the Lyapunov equation) is usually 
discussed for more general rectangular m x n matrices X and D with a 
square n x n matrix R, and m x m matrix R,. It may be studied by 
introducing vec(X> E R”“, the vector which is obtained by stacking the 
columns of X above each other [4]. Then, (1.1) converts into a standard 
linear system of equations 
(R: 8 Z + Z 8 R,)vec( X) = vec( D), (1.2) 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product of matrices. If Re R. > pjZ, 
j = 1,2, p, + p2 > 0, which leads to R&R: 8 I) > P&Z @ I), ReC!Z Q R,) 
2 p2(Z o I), the matrix in (1.2) has a bounded inverse, IKR: 0 Z + Z 8 
R,)-‘II Q l/(~i + p2), whence 
IIXIIF = Ilvd X> II Q ~~ : CL2 II vec( D) II = ~, : cL211Dll~. (I.31 
The Frobenius matrix norm 11 DllF := trace ( D*D)‘/2 is less convenient 
than the spectral norm when considering matrix-vector products IKR, - 
R,)y]]s. We will show in Section 2 that (1.3) also holds in the spectral norm. 
The Sylvester equation also governs the perturbation of invariant sub- 
spaces and eigenvalues of block matrices. In this context, the notion of the 
separation of two matrices subordinate to some matrix norm II * lip is com- 
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monly used (cf. [I4]): 
sep,( A, B) := min{llXA - BXII,, : IIXII,, = 1). (1.4) 
Estimates for the solution of the Sylvester equation usually [3, 6] postulate a 
lower bound on (1.4). For Hermitian and for normal matrices, sep,( A, B) 
was computed as the distance of the spectra of A and B in [14, 61, 
respectively. The inequality (1.3) means sep,(R,, -R,) > pi + pz. In Sec- 
tion 2 we will show that, under the same assumptions, this bound holds for 
sep, as well. 
The situation is more difficult for the perturbation of the Pythagorean 
sum. Again, the difference X := P, - P, of Pi := (1 + A.y)l/‘, j = 1,2, 
obeys a Sylvester equation, namely 
XP, + P,X = DA, + A,D, D=A, -A,. (I.9 
But now, the difference D on the right-hand side is multiplied by the 
matrices Aj, and a simple application of (1.3) gives only a perturbation bound 
llPz - Plll Q cll A, - AllI with a constant c = (IIA,ll + II Azll)/( pl + pz) 
which may be too large in some applications, as mentioned before. In Section 
3 we will consider several situations with assumptions essentially restricting 
eigenvalues to different parts of the complex plane. 
2. PERTURBATION BOUNDS FOR THE MATRIX SQUARE ROOT 
The Sylvester equation (1.1) will be considered for rectangular matrices. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf Re R, > pII,, Re R, B pzZ,, p1 + pz > 0, the 
Sylvester equation (1.1) has a unique solution X E C”“. It satisfies 
1 
IIXII G 
CL1 + CL2 
II Dll. (2.1) 
Proof. The AD1 iteration [13] is based on the equivalence of (1.1) and 
X=E,XE, +F, (2.2) 
where Ej := (qI + Rj)-l(qZ - Rj), j = 1,2, F := 2q(qZ + R,)-‘D(qZ + 
R,)-‘. If q + min{ pi, p2} > 0, then both matrices qI + Rj are regular, and 
we have IIFII < 2411 Dll/[(q + plXq + ~~11. Any one of the matrices E may 
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be estimated by 
llEXl12 Il(qZ - R) Y II2 
max-=max 
x+0 llxl12 y+O ii(@ + R) Y 11” 
q211yl12 - 29 Re( y*Ry) + llRyl12 
= max 
II+O q211yl12 + 2q Re( y*Ry) + llRyl12 
q2 - 2qp + llRyl12/llyll” 
’ :+2 q2 + 2q1.L + IlRyl12/~lyl12 
The inequality holds because the rational expression is monotonically decreas- 
ing in Re( y *Ry ). H ence, llEIII IIE211 < 1, the Neumann series solving (2.2) 
converges and gives the estimate 
IIFII 1 
IIXII G 
1 - IIEJ - IlEzII 
< IlDll 
PI + P2 
q -+ w. 
The statement now follows, since q can be chosen arbitrarily large. ??
An alternative formulation of the result of Lemma 2.1 is 
sep,(R,, -R2) = min{llXR, + R2XII:IlXII = I} > pl + p2. (2.3) 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 easily extends to the case that the numerical ranges 
of R, and -R, are contained in two disjoint half spaces of the complex plane 
with distance /.~i + /.L~. In this case (2.3) may lead to tighter perturbation 
estimates for invariant subspaces than the Frobenius-norm bound. 
The second lemma gives a Lipschitz estimate for the matrix square root 
which corresponds to the simple identity for scalar square roots, & 
- & = (a, - us>/<&- + 6). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Re Aj > $Z, pj > 0, j = 1,2. Then A, and A, have 
square roots satisfying Re( Ai12) > pj I, j = 1,2. Their difference is bounded 
bY 
II A;'" - A:‘“11 < ~, : cL2 II A, - AllI. 
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Proof. It has been shown by Kato [X, Section V.3.1 l] that thca square 
roots R. := A?/” are accretive. Hence, they satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 
2.1. FrAm that the statement follows, since X := Nz - R, is a solution of‘ 
(1.1). ??
The assumptions on the Hermitian parts of the matrices keep their 
eigenvalues away from the critical point z = 0 of the function & and the cut 
Rp in the complex plane. Similar precautions are also necessary in the next 
section. 
The crucial property used in the proof of Lemma 2.2 is Re( A’/“) > PI. 
The assumptions on Re A were only sufficient for this inequality. We discuss 
this relation briefly for the real 2 X 2 case. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let A be a real 2 X 2 matrix. With d := det A, t := 
trace A, the Cayley-Hamilton theorem states A” = tA - d. The matrix A 
has no eigenvalues on R_ iff d > 0 and Q > -t/2. Hence, dx is 
real, and a short derivation gives the expression 
Al/’ = (t + Z&))“(&Z + A). 
This shows that the condition Re A > 0 is stronger than Re( A’/‘) > 0 * 
Re A > - a1. 
3. PERTURBATION BOUNDS FOR THE MATRIX PYTHAGOREAN 
SUM 
If the matrix A has no purely imaginary eigenvalues beyond + i, the 
Pythagorean sum (I + A 2 ) ‘I2 is uniquely well defined through the square 
branch. For a formal definition of the complex function 
the domain must be restricted to 
iI := C \ (iv : 77 E R, 1~1 > I}. (3.1) 
An inspection of p shows that its real part and its absolute value are 
continuous across the cut {iv : 171 z l}, but the imaginary part has a jump of 
size 21 p( z)l. Thus, for matrices A having large, nearly imaginary eigenvalues 
with opposite signs in the real parts, no realistic perturbation bound for p( A) 
can be expected. Therefore, we will rule out this case by considering either 
accretive matrices or restrictions on their anti-Hermitian part, which keeps 
the eigenvalues away from the cut. 
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The first lemma contains the only estimate which admits absolutely large 
eigenvalues on both sides of the imaginary axis. It assumes that the anti- 
Hermitian part of each matrix is dominated by its Hermitian part. This 
restricts the eigenvalues to a double cone in the complex plane, where their 
imaginary parts do not exceed the real parts in absolute value. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Re( A;) > (YZ, j = 1,2, (Y > - 1. Then the Pythagorean 
sums of A,i are accretive, and 
II( Z + A2,)l12 - (I + A:)"' 11 Q cl1 A, - AJ, (3.2) 
with constant c = (4/~)0IA,ll + IIA,ll)~~2[lI(z + A;)-‘A,11 + ll(z + 
A;)-‘A,()J”2. 
Proof. As before, let 5 := (I + AJ)1/2, j = 1,2. By assumption, Re(Z 
+ A21 > (1 + a)Z > 0. Thus, the diff erence P, -- P, has the integral repre- 
sentation [8, Section V.3.111 
p, - p, = ;k%(tz + 1 + A;)-‘( A,D + DA,)(tZ + Z + A;)-’ dt, 
(3.3) 
where A,D + DA, = Ai - AT with D := A, - A,. The interval of integra- 
tion is split according to [O, m> = [0, a] U [a, ml, a > 0. The inverses in (3.3) 
can be estimated by 
Il(tZ + Z + A2)-111 Q --& (3.4) 
in both parts, but for products (tZ + Z + A”)-‘A = A(tZ + Z + A2)-’ a 
different treatment is necessary. For t > a, (3.4) shows IKtZ + Z + A2)-‘All 
< II A//t. In the other case we will use the bound lKtZ + I + A’)-‘All < IKZ 
+ A’)-‘All, which is a consequence of the following argument. With x E R” 
arbitrary and y := (I + A2)-‘(tZ + Z + A2)-‘x, we have 
(((tZ + Z + A2)-%(1 dl((Z + A+11 
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lb +A2)yl12 dW + 1 +A2)yl12 
The last inequality is true because Re[ y*(Z + A2)y] > (1 + c~)IIyl(~ > 0 by 
assumption. Thus, by taking norms in (3.3) we get 
TIP, - P,Il G lDqt + I + Af)-lA,(l +I)@ +A;,-‘A2111 
+ I/D11 jr Jt 
a 
t(t + 1 + a) dt (IIA,II + 1IA,lI). 
The first integral is bounded by /i t- ‘I2 dt = 26, and the second by 
1,” te312 dt = 2/ J;;. This gives 
dlP, - I’JI G 2llDll [11(Z + A;)-‘&ll +I)(1 + A:)%@ 
( 
+ 
the last expression is minimized at the point 
II AllI + ll4ll 
a = (((Z + A:)-‘A,(( +(((I + A;)-lA,I( ’ 
where the result (3.2) is achieved. ??
REMARK. Unfortunately, the constant in (3.2) grows with the norms 
II 511, j = 1,2. Still, it is an improvement over a straightforward application of 
Lemma 2.2 to (1.5), which gives an O(llAll) Lipschitz constant, since the 
constant in Lemma 3.1 grows only like O(ll All” ). Here we have assumed, 
that IKZ + A2)-lAll = 1. This is not unrealistic, since, e.g., lz/(l + z2)l < 1 
in {z E C: Re(z2) > - I). 
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The tightest bounds can be found in the definite case. The proof is based 
on the observation that then, the Pythagorean sum (I + A2j1i2 is nearly 
equal to either A (Re A > 0) or -A (Re A < 0). But it is essential that the 
sign is the same for both matrices Aj, j = 1,2. 
LEMMA 3.2. L.et Re Aj > 0, and the Pythagorean sums be accretive, 
Re(Z + AJ)l12 > pjZ > 0, j = 1,2. Then 
II( I + A;)1’2 - (I + A:)“‘II < (1 + cL, $ ~“z )ll A2 - AIll. 
Proof. Equation (1.5) can be rewritten for the new unknown X - D as 
(X-D)P,+P,(X-D)=D(A,-P,)+(A,-P,)D. (3.5) 
The right-hand side contains matrix versions of the complex function 
f(z):=z + 1 fz J---T, (3.6) 
namely, PJ - Aj = f( -Aj). It has been shown in [ll, Theorem 1.41 that 
t]f(-A)]t d 1 d un er our present assumptions. Thus, application of Lemma 
2.1 leads to 11X - Dll < [2/C p1 + p2)111 Dll, and the statement follows. ??
REMARKS. 
(1) The proof of th e 1 emma essentially shows a Lipschitz estimate for the 
matrix function f(-A) [cf. (3.611, namely IIX -- DII = llf(-A,) - f(-A1)ll 
d [2/t 411 + p2)111 A, - A&. 
(2) The lemma also holds if both matrices have negative definite Hermi- 
tian part, where (2 + A2)l12 2: -A. The proof of Lemma 3.2 carries over to 
this case by considering X + D = f( A,) - f< A,) in (3.5). 
(3) It is not clear what kind of restriction on A the definiteness of 
Re (I + A21112 is. We gave the corresponding discussion in [7,9]. We can get 
rid of this uncertainty by including the assumptions of Lemma 3.1. But this 
further restricts large eigenvalues of A to lie in one of the cones {z E 
C : ]arg z] < ?r/4} and {.z E C : larg zI > 37r/4}. Such a unifying, but stronger 
condition on A alone will be discussed in Lemma 3.5. 
The last lemma indeed contains small Lipschitz constants. But it has the 
drawback that neither version (Re A > 0, Re A < 0) allows the point zero to 
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be an eigenvalue. The proof of the lemma would extend to spectrum points 
around the origin, if a corresponding norm estimate for the matrix function 
f< -A) from (3.6) could be proved. The cited estimate utilizes the von 
Neumann theorem [ 101 which only extends to general half planes as inclusion 
regions of the numerical range. Since we would like to retain the simple 
structure of the assumption, using only the numerical range, which is convex, 
but have to avoid the singular points +i, we introduce a sector restriction 
T(A) cZ(K,IY):= (z E C:Iarg(=. - K)[ < 6}, 
*O< 6< n/2, Ktan6>, -1. (3.7) 
The set Z(K, 6) is a sector with aperture 219 and cusp at K and is contained 
in 0. Since we are mainly interested in real matrices, we have chosen Z to 
be symmetric with respect to the real axis. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the numerical range I’( A) of a matrix A be contained 
in Z(K, 6) with -cot 6 < 2~ < 0. Then the matrix function f(-A) with f 
from (3.6) satisfies 
IIf( -A) 11 G --&(I + I#. 
Proof. The bound will be derived from the Dunford-Schwarz integral 
representation (cf. [B, Section 1.5.61) 
f(-A) = &/~f(W+A)-ld~. (3.9) 
The integration path consists of three parts C = C, U C, U C,, where C, 
runs from - iw along the left edge of the imaginary axis to -i, and C, is its 
symmetric counterpart from + i to f im. Between -i and + i, C, follows the 
wedge of - Z( K, 19) intersecting with the positive complex half plane at the 
constant distance d := cos 6 + K sin 19 > 0. Thus, C, consists of the two 
linesfrom +i to &C--K i- ia!Li4)andthecirclesegment{-K + &i’p:lql < 
1T/2 - 6). 
For any point z E r(A) and x E C”, 1) xl1 = 1, we have 
I[(zz + A)x)l’ = 1z12 + 2Re(W*Ax) + IIhl12 > Iz + x*h12 > 0, 
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whence lKzZ + A)-‘11 Q l/dist(z, -r(A)). For points z = iv, 1171 > 1, an 
elementary geometric consideration reveals dist(z, Z(K, 6)) > K sin 6 + 
lr~lcos 6 = cos 6 (1~1 + K tan 6) > cos 6 (1~1 - $>. The branch of f with 
positive real part extends 
with f(in) = i(n - in) = i/(7 + dm). This shows that the 
integral (3.9) is absolutely convergent. In both cases, with IT-Z] = 1 + t > 1, 
the bound lf(ir~)l = l/(1 + t + G) < l/(1 + Zt) holds. Taking 
norms under the integral in (3.9) we obtain for the C, U C, part the estimate 
11(/c, +,c)...// i L/m ” 
cos 6 0 (1 + 2t)(t + i) 
= 5. (3.10) 
The length of every line segment of C, is si := sin 19 - K cos 8 d 1 - K, 
and that the circle segment is s2 . = (T - 26)d. For Re z > 0 the function f 
satisfies If(z)] <f(lzl> < 1 + 2121. S ince the curve C, is contained in the 
circle around the origin with radius -K + d, a simple bound for f on C, is 
p:= 1 + 2(d - K). Recalling dist(C,, Z(K, I?)) = d, where 1 > d > 
(cos 8)/2, these computations combine to the estimate 
2S,(1 - 2K) 
d 
+ 4s, + (r - 26)(1 - 2K + 2d) 
Q -&-&[4(1 - 2K)(1 - K) + 4(1 - K) + ?r(3 - 2K)]. 
(3.11) 
A simple upper bound for the expressions resulting from (3.10) and (3.11) is 
used in the statement (3.8). 8 
REMARK. The technical assumption 2~ tan 6 2 - 1 of Lemma 3.3 cor- 
responds to the condition _+i/2 66 Z(K, 19). It was introduced in order to 
simplify the statement, since the bounds produced by the technique of proof 
become infinite as K tan 6 + - 1. 
In the proof of Lemma 3.2 the bound for the right-hand side of (3.5) is 
simply multiplied by the estimate for the matrix function f< -A). Using the 
assumptions of Lemma 3.3, this gives 
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~~ROLL.ARY 3.4. ht I( A,) C Z(K, 8) with -cot 6 < 2~ < 0 and 
Re (I + AT)l/’ >~Z,j=1,2,~>>.Then 
I)( Z + A;)“’ - (I + Af)“‘II Q 1 + “(; ,:,;;)’ ],,A2 - A,)/. (3.12) 
This corollary and Lemma 3.2 both contain the additional assumption on 
the Pythagorean sums, which is rather indirect. In the next lemma it is 
replaced by a stronger condition on A alone. 
LEMMA 3.5. With K E R_ and tan 6. max(dl + ~~ ,21~I) < 1, Zet 
Re Aj > KZ and 
(I(Re Aj - #cZ))‘(Im Aj)I( < tan 6, j = l,2. (3.13) 
Then I_L 2 := 1 - (K~ tan2 6)/(1 - tan2 6) is positive, and the ussump- 
tions of Corollary 3.4 are satisfied-i.e., -cot 6 < 2~ < 0, 
r(Aj)Cz(K,fi), Re( Z + A;) > /.L~Z, 
Re (I + A;)l” > PI > 0, j = 1,2, 
-and give the perturbation estimate 
(I( Z + A;)“’ - (I + A;)1’2(1 [ I-L d 1 + ?(l + IKI)” IIA, - A,I(. (3.14) ] 
Proof. We abbreviate H := Re A, S := Im A, T := tan 6. Then (3.13) 
implies 
7>/ P((H - KZ)-‘s) = P((H - KZ)-“‘S(H - KZ)-“‘). 
The latter is equivalent with Ix*(H - KZ)Y’/~S(H - ~Z)-l’~xl 6 TX*%, 
x E C”, and ly*Syl < ry*(H - KZ)~, y E C”. Hence, T(A) C Z(K, 6) 
with 2~7 > - 1, by assumption. Now, squaring (3.13) shows 
p((N-KZ)-b2(&KZ)-‘) <T2 
ey*S2y<T2y*(Zf-KZ)2y, yEC”. 
Hence, Re(A’) = Hz - S2 > Hz - T~(H - ~1)~ = (1 - T~XH + ~KZ)~ 
- UK”Z > -UK2Z, with u := r2/(1 - r2). Thus, Re(Z + A2) > (1 - 
UK~)Z =: ~~1, where the positivity of p2 is equivalent with the assumption 
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~‘(1 + K’) < 1. The accretivity of Z + A2 implies that of its square root 
again. Hence (3.12) holds with 2/cos 6 < 3. 
REMARK. Again, Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 are also true if both 
matrices -Aj satisfy the assumptions. For instance, (3.14) holds if 
K > 0, Re Aj < KZ, )I( KZ - Re A,)-‘(Im Ai) < tan 6, j = 1,2. 
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